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ou are the mayor of a blighted American city. After years of demanding that lenders
adjust their underwriting standards to make loans available to inner-city borrowers,
you watch in horror as those same borrowers default in record numbers and lose
their homes. If you happen to be the mayor of Baltimore, Buffalo, or Cleveland, your next
step is obvious: sue the same lenders for having the nerve to make all those bad loans.
These municipalities, along with several other cities, have brought highly publicized and
politically charged lawsuits against mortgage lenders and other financial entities that purchased collateralized mortgage obligations. The lawsuits claim that irresponsible lending
practices had the foreseeable results of escalating foreclosures, blighting whole urban neighborhoods, increasing criminal activity in vacant homes, and declining property values that
cost the cities tens, if not hundreds, of millions of dollars in lost tax revenue.1 The suits contain novel claims of “public nuisance,” as well as other creative theories of liability.

The Public Nuisance Cases
Public nuisance is the central claim of Cleveland’s complaint in City of Cleveland v. Deutsche
Bank Trust Co., et al.2 It is not against a single,
predominant lender, but against an entire industry—frequently referred to as “Wall Street” in
the complaint (notwithstanding the naming of
several California and other non-New Yorkbased defendants). Notably, the plaintiff almost
entirely eschews use of the phrase “predatory
lending,” instead launching a broad attack on the
subprime mortgage industry writ large. Cleveland asserts that “[r]esponsibility for Cleveland’s
plight rests principally with subprime’s so-called
‘securitizers’—investment banking firms from
Wall Street and elsewhere that actually provided
the cash used to make loans, regardless of the
(Continued on page 18)
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oreclosure filings surpassed three million in 2008. This
number represents an increase of 81 percent from the
number of foreclosures filed in 2007. Banks repossessed
more than 850,000 properties in 2008, as compared to approximately 404,000 properties in 2007. The value of the stock market has declined. The decline of global trade has adversely
impacted the automobile industry and technology sector.
The ramifications of this economic turbulence and volatility on the legal profession are unknown. In past years when
there was an economic downturn amid allegations of securities
fraud, accounting scandals, and the like, litigators played the
leading roles and courtrooms staged the setting for a resolution
of these issues. However, because of the federal government’s
substantial involvement in this current economic crisis, the
number and scope of private actions or lawsuits may be substantially limited. The situation we are currently witnessing in
terms of the economic crisis and the government’s involvement
is quite similar to that involving the savings and loan crisis that
took place two decades earlier, and led to the creation of the
Resolution Trust Corporation.
This publication focuses on the impact of the subprime and
mortgage industry collapse and the litigation that is taking
place. Given the government’s heavy participation in the litigation, many legal challenges in the mortgage finance industry
may focus more on taxpayers than shareholders. Because most
of the financial volatility and turbulence is viewed in light of
past “irrational exuberance,” and a tightening credit market
as opposed to fraud, the role of the litigator in a lawsuit may
become secondary to that of the government.
Bringing a private action to recover damages in this economic
climate means an attorney must effectively and efficiently manage the case. Consequently, the best and most diverse legal team
must be assembled to achieve reasonable client expectations
before a jury.
The Business Torts Committee will serve as a valuable
resource for all practitioners in these challenging times. The
committee continually updates its website to rapidly disseminate information about new case decisions and legal developments. The committee publishes special issues such as this
concerning the subprime and mortgage industry, rather than
waiting until these events become past news. The committee
has monthly telephone business conference calls. If you are

interested, please refer to our website for the scheduled date of
the teleconference meetings.
Additionally, the Business Torts Committee provides for
great networking opportunities. The greatest opportunities are
generated by becoming involved in our committee’s work and
by attending business meetings and conference dinners.
We seek your assistance in enabling the committee to fulfill
its mission of sponsoring insightful CLE programs and publishing web and journal articles. In exchange, you will have
the opportunity to enhance or expand your business networking opportunities. n

Fresh Ideas,
Straight from
the Sou r ce.
If you’re like most lawyers, time is at a premium. While
in-person CLE programs are great for networking, it can
be difficult to make time to travel to a seminar.
With the Litigation Series CLE TelecConferences, you get
the programming you need, wherever you are. Featuring
nationally known lawyers and judges, the programs offer
a lively and balanced examination of the issues litigators
care about. It’s as easy as picking up the phone. No plane
ticket required.
Get connected today at:

www.abanet.org/litigation/programs
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Special Issue: Mortgage Industry Crisis

A

s we all are aware, our nation has been faced with
severe financial concerns over the past year. In addition to the obvious impact on the overall economy,
business litigators are now faced with the ensuing litigation. At
the 2008 Annual Meeting in New York, our committee decided
that these issues were important enough to deserve an entire
special issue of the Business Torts Journal. The editors of the
Journal would like to especially thank Michael Winston for
his tireless efforts in recruiting leaders in this area of the law
to provide the articles herein. Thanks also go to Lisa Darnley
Cooper for her assistance with editing. The Journal is proud to
provide this special issue focusing on several different aspects
of the financial industry crisis and the resulting rash of foreclosures and related litigation.
Our first article describes the suits instituted by municipalities around the country against lenders for problems
resulting from an increase in the foreclosure rate. While
presenting the varying theories of the different cities,
Richard E. Gottlieb, Andrew J. McGuinness, and Theodore
W. Seitz describe the claims that lenders of all types now face.
Any business litigator representing financial institutions must
be aware of these new lawsuits. This article provides a thorough
follow-up of the issues presented at our committee breakfast
meeting at the ABA Annual Meeting in New York last August.
The next article discusses how the recent spike in residential
foreclosures, combined with the current structure of the residential mortgage industry, has created additional concerns for
lenders, servicers, and indentured trustees in bankruptcy proceedings. John R. Chiles, Reid S. Manley, Robert C. Folland,
and Dale S. Smith analyze the manner in which bankruptcy

courts across the country have responded to unique and novel
issues being litigated, and whether uniformity across bankruptcy jurisdictions is possible.
Ralph T. Wutscher analyzes two cases brought by the Massachusetts attorney general and the resulting court decisions
that changed the way entire statutory schemes were enforced.
While the law may only be applicable in Massachusetts, the
author’s analysis can help prepare litigators for similar decisions in their own jurisdictions.
In our final article, Benjamin M. Kahrl, Anna-Katrina S.
Christakis, and Jeffrey D. Pilgrim explore whether grossly negligent mortgage underwriting practices can lead to title defects.
The impact of this tortious behavior can result in extensive
problems under title insurance policies.
We hope that you enjoy these articles and find them to be
informative in this burgeoning area of the law. The Journal
depends upon you to submit articles so that we can continue
to offer a great publication to our members. Currently, articles
have been submitted for the Summer issue on Tortious Interference, but the following issues are upcoming:
Fall 2009
Unfair Trade Practices—articles due June 1
Winter 2010 Fiduciary Duties—articles due September 1
Spring 2010 Evidence—articles due December 1
If you would like to discuss an article for any of these issues,
please contact us: Stu Glick, at sglick@sillscummis.com; Tom
Dye, at TADye@CarltonFields.com; or Pierce Campbell, at
pcampbell@turnerpadget.com. We are also accepting Practice
Pointer columns for future issues. n
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The Subprime Meltdown: Trustees, Lenders, and
Servicers of Residential Mortgages
By John R. Chiles, Reid S. Manley, Robert C. Folland, and Dale S. Smith

I

Role of Bankruptcy Courts
When a party files for bankruptcy, all actions against that
party and that party’s property are stayed, including foreclosure actions, execution of judgments, and pending sheriff’s
sales.5 Nonetheless, the bankruptcy code provides mechanisms
for secured lenders to get around this temporary injunction.
Where a borrower has defaulted on mortgage payments and
it appears unlikely that the borrower will continue to make
mortgage payments or cure the arrearages in a reasonable time,
bankruptcy courts will often grant a lienholder relief from the
automatic stay to proceed with a foreclosure action outside the
bankruptcy case.6
The Bankruptcy Code also enables a debtor to avoid foreclosure by developing a plan for curing amounts due and making
regular monthly mortgage payments outside the bankruptcy
plan.7 In this situation, the debtor submits a plan for repayment of all debts (including mortgage arrearages), subject
to approval and confirmation by the bankruptcy court. The
debtor has the opportunity to set forth a specific method for
applying payments from the debtor or trustee to the underlying debts owed in the plan. When a confirmed plan sets forth
a particular system for allocation of payments, creditors must
comply with this system, or face damages or sanctions under
the Bankruptcy Code.8

n the last couple of years, the phrase “subprime mortgage” has gone from a concept mostly confined to the
financial industry to one known all too well within
millions of American households. Subprime lending has
given borrowers who otherwise would not have access to credit
the opportunity for homeownership. The collective subprime
loan industry, however, has experienced significant borrower
defaults. Liberal lending and borrowing practices, excessive
debt on the consumer and corporate levels, and the plummeting U.S. housing market have all played a significant role in the
crisis resulting from subprime mortgages.
As a result of this crisis and a cyclical downturn in the U.S.
economy, residential mortgage foreclosures have substantially increased in recent years. In 2007, over 405,000 American
households lost their home.1 This figure was up from slightly
less than 270,000 in 2006.2 This sharp increase in foreclosures
has clogged the dockets of courts across the country. Litigation
ancillary to foreclosure proceedings has also escalated as lenders, mortgage brokers, investment banks, credit rating agencies,
and other mortgage players have become the targets of a myriad
of actions brought by borrowers. In addition to straining state,
and in some instances federal, court dockets, this surge in activity has also led to an upshot in consumer bankruptcy filings.
In 2007, over 822,000 consumer bankruptcy cases were filed.3
This figure is up 38 percent from consumer filings in 2006. Due
to continuing economic woes, rising gas prices, and credit card
delinquencies, foreclosure numbers increased sharply again
in early 2008. Foreclosure filing for the first quarter of 2008
increased 23 percent over the previous quarter, and 112 percent over the first quarter of 2007.4 It is difficult to predict how
long this trend will continue. The considerable role mortgagerelated disputes play in many of these bankruptcy filings has
created new issues for mortgage lenders and servicers as well
as their counsel.

New Issues for Lenders and Servicers
Many new issues have surfaced as a result of significant restructuring of the residential mortgage market that has occurred in
the last 20 years. Increasing interest rates in the late 1980s and
early 1990s contributed to development of the market for securitized pools of residential mortgages. The benefit of the securitization model comes from spreading the default risk across a
broad range of investors rather than one financial institution.
Additionally, the pooling process ultimately reduces mortgage
4
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servicing costs because the servicers are able to capitalize
on economies of scale. Nonetheless, the complexities of this
model have led to additional problems. The mass purchase
and pooling of mortgages has increased the role of third-party
originators, who often execute the closing of a loan and immediately transfer the note and mortgage. Based on their limited
role in the process, third-party originators are not exposed
to risk or accountability, which are instead allocated to the
long-term holder.
Additionally, after securitization, the servicing rights for a
mortgage pool are typically transferred to another third party,
who collects payment from the borrowers and maintains the
accounts. Because the servicer communicates directly with the
borrowers, borrowers often believe that the servicer is the holder of the loan. This creates problems when some legal action,
such as a foreclosure, is filed in the name of another party.
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it holds a perfected security interest in the debtors’ residence
that would allow the movant to foreclose on the property in
state court.”13 In identifying these deficiencies, the court cited a
local standing order, which requires a party seeking relief from
stay to provide evidence of critical components of the claim,
including the origination, perfection of lien, transfers, nature
of default, and the names of any other parties with interest in
the collateral. The movant’s total disregard for this order led to
denial of the motion and prompted the court’s observation that
“[t]his case is a classic example of what happens when a motion
for relief from stay is filed hastily and without adequate input
from, and review by, an experienced attorney.”14

Some members of the judiciary have
a negative perspective towards the
securitization model as a whole.

The Real Party in Interest Problem
The first of these problems is illustrated by Ohio Federal
District Court Judge Christopher A. Boyko, in his opinion
titled In re Foreclosure Cases.9 In this consolidated matter, Judge Boyko dismissed 14 foreclosure cases brought on
behalf of investors, based on the investors’ failures to establish themselves as the real parties in interest under Rule 17 of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Judge Boyko ordered
Deutsche Bank National Trust Company, trustee for a securitization pool, to file copies of recorded loan assignments
showing ownership of the note and mortgage for each case
as of the filing date. When the trustee failed to do so in a
timely fashion, the court dismissed each action. This opinion,
which has been widely cited and followed by other federal and
state courts, illustrates what many critics of the securitization
model believe to be its fundamental flaw.
The opinion by Judge Boyko has been cited and followed
in bankruptcy courts across the country. In In re Maisel, the
Bankruptcy Court for the District of Massachusetts held that
a party moving for relief from an automatic stay to proceed
with a foreclosure action, which has not obtained an assignment from the original lender at the time the motion is filed,
does not have standing to proceed.10 Citing Judge Boyko’s decision, which was issued only two weeks prior, the court noted
the increase in lenders who, in their rush to foreclose, “haphazardly fail to comply with even the most basic legal requirements
of the bankruptcy system.”11 Additionally, the court acknowledged that for motions for relief brought by a loan servicer, the
servicer must establish the rights of the holder and identify its
own rights as authorized agent for the holder at the time the
motion is filed.
Judge Pat Morgenstern-Clarren also imposed similar requirements in In re Dimmings.12 Here, the court identified numerous
flaws in multiple noncompliant motions for relief from stay, noting that “despite three chances, the movant failed to show that

The opinions cited previously demonstrate the importance
of strictly adhering to a court’s procedural requirements. In
Nosek v. Ameriquest Mortgage Company,15 the Bankruptcy
Court for the District of Massachusetts showed how courts
may respond to what they perceive to be a disregard of the
court’s requirements by lenders. The Nosek court issued a
judgment with respect to an order to show cause, imposing
$650,000 in sanctions among Ameriquest ($250,000), Wells
Fargo ($250,000), Ameriquest’s national counsel ($100,000),
a local law firm ($25,000), and one partner of the local law
firm ($25,000).16
The Nosek court based its order largely on the fact that
throughout the course of proceedings, Ameriquest and its attorneys represented that Ameriquest was the holder of the note
and mortgage. In reality, Ameriquest originated the note and
mortgage in question, and five days later assigned the instruments to a predecessor of Wells Fargo, the trustee. The court
found that Ameriquest, through its local and national counsel,
made numerous misrepresentations to the debtor and the court
between October 2002 and July 2006. Further, while Wells
Fargo did not make any direct misrepresentations, the court
would not permit Wells Fargo to escape liability, despite the fact
that it was merely an indenture trustee without loan servicing
responsibility. As the judge observed, “Wells Fargo and Ameriquest have attempted to jettison the obligation to be forthright
5
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and diligent with the Court and Debtor,” while also noting that
the assignment and pooling of notes and mortgages into a trust
holding “is simply another example of the layers interposed
between borrower and lender in today’s marketplace.”17

that otherwise would not be returned to the debtor for noncompliance with her contractual obligations. The Bankruptcy
Court for the District of Massachusetts had determined that
the lender was in violation, and awarded the debtor $250,000
in emotional distress damages and $500,000 in punitive damages, under 11 U.S.C. § 105(a).23 The Massachusetts District
Court affirmed the bankruptcy court judgment, and affirmed
an amended plan that reflected such damages award.24
The lender appealed the judgment and confirmation of the
amended plan to the First Circuit Court of Appeals. The lender
argued that 11 U.S.C. § 1322(b) does not, by itself, impose any
specific duties on a lender, but instead that provision merely
offers the debtor an opportunity to include specific elements
in the plan. The First Circuit, in reversing the lower courts’ rulings, agreed. The court noted that, “[b]ecause § 1322(b) merely
provides optional elements that a debtor may incorporate into
her Chapter 13 plan, the provision has no meaning separate and
apart from the choices the debtor makes and incorporates into
her Chapter 13 plan.”25 In this case, the plan specified the period
of repayment and amount of payment each month, but included no further instruction pertaining to application of payments
and the lender’s requirements for accounting for prepetition or
postpetition payments, in the event that payments were short,
late, or not made at all. Additionally, the payment history provided no evidence that the debtor was entitled to recovery.
While the damages award was ultimately reversed and the
lender avoided liability, this case would have likely turned out
differently if the debtor had set forth specific instruction for
application of incoming payments in the plan. The opinion and
result shows the importance of affording personal attention
to each individual borrower in Chapter 13 bankruptcy, and
closely monitoring the plan and confirmation orders. Additionally, this highlights the importance of maintaining open communication between servicers and local bankruptcy counsel to
ensure the servicers’ practices are consistent with the plan.
Another line of cases highlights recent measures taken by
debtors to prevent mortgagees and servicers from adding postpetition fees to a debtor’s account without approval. In Padilla
v. GMAC Mortgage Corporation, the Bankruptcy Court for
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, after analyzing sections
506(b) or 1322(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, ultimately held that
a mortgagee had no obligation to give a debtor notice, or obtain
court approval, of postpetition legal expenses to which it was
owed under a loan agreement.26 In this case, the debtor initiated an adversary proceeding against the lender after discharge
to dispute certain charges related to the bankruptcy proceeding imposed by the lender. The debtor argued that inclusion of
such charges constituted a violation of 11 U.S.C. § 1327(a).27
The opinion noted that the confirmed plan imposed no obligations on the lender to give notice or make demand for expenses
incurred during the pendency of the case. The lender retained
its right, without violating the confirmed plan, to seek payment

The securitization model for
residential mortgages has modified a
practice that rarely extended beyond
local boundaries and elevated it to
a nationwide system.

While this opinion further demonstrates the importance of
identifying and establishing the real party in interest, it also
displays the potential liability for trustees of the securitized
pool who contract their responsibilities to third parties, as well
as the negative perspective some members of the judiciary have
towards the securitization model as a whole. In addition, it
highlights the importance of maintaining open lines of communication among lenders, trustees, servicers, and counsel.
Compliance with Plan and Confirmation Order
Lenders face a different set of issues when dealing with borrowers in default who elect to keep real property and cure arrearages through the bankruptcy plan. Under section 1322(b)(2),
a debtor cannot modify the rights of a claim secured by the
debtor’s principal residence.18 The debtor can, however, cure
defaults on a long-term debt, including mortgage arrearages,
through the bankruptcy plan.19 Thus, a borrower can stretch
repayment of the default amounts over a period of three to
five years. This provision allows the debtor to specify a method
and procedure for applying payments made to cure arrearages.
Further, willful failure by a lender or servicer to credit default
accounts under the terms of the plan constitutes violation of
the discharge injunction, and can result in damages.20
This problem is illustrated in a recent opinion issued by
the First Circuit in In re Nosek.21 In this case, the debtor filed
an adversary proceeding against the lender for violations
of 11 U.S.C. § 1322(b) and 11 U.S.C. § 524(i), based on the
lender’s accounting practices for applying the debtor’s payment of prepetition arrearages. The lender created a “suspense
account” for funds paid directly from the debtor that were not
sufficient to make a full mortgage payment.22 This mechanism,
according to the lender, allowed it to accept partial payments
6
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of legal expenses incurred during the pendency of the bankruptcy case that the lender was contractually allowed to assess
against the debtor’s mortgage account.
In a similar opinion, the Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District of Iowa recently held that Chapter 13 plans that
impose restrictions on postpetition, pre-discharge fees set forth
in the initial loan agreement are not confirmable.28 In this matter, which came before the court jointly upon Wells Fargo’s
objections to two proposed Chapter 13 confirmation plans, the
debtors attempted to include language in the plans requiring
Wells Fargo to receive court approval under Bankruptcy Rule
2016(a), after notice and hearing, for any charges added to the
debtors’ accounts while the bankruptcy case was pending.29
Additionally, the debtors included language stating that any
violation of such provision would be deemed a willful violation under 11 U.S.C. § 524(i).
Wells Fargo objected to the plan language, arguing that
imposing a reasonableness requirement on postpetition charges
improperly modified the rights of a holder of a security interest in the debtor’s primary residence in violation of 11 U.S.C.
§ 1322(b)(2). In its analysis, the court cited Padilla for the
proposition that Rule 2016(a) does not apply to a lender’s contractual fees and charges arising post-confirmation. The court
agreed with Padilla and Wells Fargo’s arguments, holding that
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postpetition escrow analysis. While this initiative has no binding legal authority, Chapter 13 trustees and industry representatives are optimistic that it will be widely followed by servicers
and mortgagees, and will ultimately lead to a reduction in
bankruptcy litigation surrounding residential mortgages, and,
ultimately, to more efficient adjudication of Chapter 13 cases.

Some courts have balked at these
consumer-friendly holdings and,
citing equitable principles, declined
to extend TILA to protect
consumers in bankruptcy.
The Effect of Bankruptcy on a Borrower’s Tender Obligation
Secured lenders face another bankruptcy hurdle when forced
to rescind a loan due to a compliance failure under the
Truth-in-Lending Act (TILA).33 Under TILA, if a court holds
that a borrower’s rescission claim is valid, the lender must first
terminate its security interest on the borrower’s property, and
return all money or property to the borrower to reflect termination of the interest.34 Once the lender terminates its security
interest, then and only then does the borrower have to tender
any money or property delivered to the borrower during the
transaction.35 This creates a tenuous situation for a secured
lender who is left without either the money paid to the borrower to purchase the property or its security interest in the
borrower’s property.
The situation becomes even graver when a borrower has
filed for bankruptcy. Some courts have held that the policies of
TILA are better served when a borrower is released from his or
her obligation to tender, and the lender is instead treated as an
unsecured creditor.36 As justification for treating the lender as
an unsecured creditor, federal courts have stated “that the TILA
was passed primarily to aid the unsophisticated consumer,” and
that it was “intended to balance scales thought to be weighted
in favor of lenders . . . to be liberally construed in favor of
borrowers.”37 Courts fear that if a secured lender is not treated
as an unsecured creditor, rescission would impose an obligation
upon the debtor from which the debtor had been legally freed
by bankruptcy.38 The borrower would then be forced to choose
between filing for bankruptcy and enforcing his rights under
TILA. These judicial policies can prove extremely costly for
unsuspecting lenders, leading to high penalties for potentially

controls inserted into a plan to prevent abuse must be
authorized by the Bankruptcy Code and Rules. . . .
Plan provisions that attempt to modify the underlying
contract agreement are inappropriate. Confirming such
plans would constitute a revision of bankruptcy law,
which is the prerogative of Congress and not the courts.30
In response to the issues raised in these cases, a committee
of 20 Chapter 13 trustees from the National Association of
Chapter 13 Trustees and more than 30 mortgage servicers have
joined forces to develop a list of Best Practices for Trustees and
Mortgage Servicers to combat the problems that result in failed
bankruptcies and complex bankruptcy litigation.31 This aspirational list includes 25 initiatives for servicers or mortgagees
to follow for borrowers in Chapter 13 bankruptcy. This group
includes a measure for servicers to clearly identify attorney
fees allocated to a borrower for pursuing relief from stay; a
request for servicers to track prepetition payments to prepetition arrears and postpetition payments to ongoing mortgage
payments; and a measure for mortgagees to review the trustee’s
website at the discharge of the bankruptcy case for discrepancies with their system. The Bankruptcy Court for the District
of Kansas has adopted certain practices from this list, and now
requires lenders and servicers to comply.32
Additionally, this list sets forth measures for Chapter 13
trustees, including requesting that trustees initiate communication with mortgagees when questions arise in a review of
7
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minor violations of TILA. Without a secured claim, a lender
is forced to divide any proceeds from the sale of the previously
secured property with other unsecured creditors, despite the
fact that the property was initially purchased with funds procured from the lender.
Some courts have balked at these consumer-friendly holdings and, citing equitable principles, declined to extend TILA
to protect consumers in bankruptcy. In Clay v. Johnson,39 the
Northern District of Illinois held that a plaintiff who was
awarded rescission after filing for Chapter 13 bankruptcy protection was required to tender the proceeds from the transaction. The court conditioned the rescission upon repayment of
the contract amount by the borrower, allowing the borrower
to make incremental payments. Courts have justified this equitable authority to alter the normal TILA rescission process by
relying on Section 1635(b) of TILA, which, after stating that
a mortgagee must rescind a loan within 20 days upon valid
notice of rescission, provides: “[t]he procedures prescribed by
this subsection shall apply except when otherwise ordered by
a court.”40 This provision has been read as an enabling device
giving courts the authority “to condition rescission upon some
affirmative act of the debtor.”41
Similarly, other courts have refused to honor a rescission if
the debtor is in bankruptcy and shows no intent to ever tender
the proceeds of a loan. In In re Cox,42 the court refused to order
rescission because “the debtors never intended to comply with
§ 1635(b) and restore the status quo ante.”43 The court stated
that the debtors only wanted to “keep the residence, void the
mortgage, obtain a refund of all charges or interest, and not
repay the loan by discharging it as an unsecured debt.”44 The
debtors’ approach was described by the court as “one based on
greed and manipulation . . . [as they were] attempting to keep
the residence without paying for it.”45

John R. Chiles is a partner at the firm of Burr Forman LLP,
which has offices located throughout the Southeast. Reid S.
Manley is a partner with Burr & Forman LLP in Birmingham,
Alabama. Robert C. Folland is a partner with Thompson Hine
LLP in Cleveland, Ohio. Dale S. Smith is an associate with
Thompson Hine LLP in Cleveland, Ohio.
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The Perils of Judicial Activism: “Unfairness” in the
Massachusetts Attorney General Litigation
By Ralph T. Wutscher

T

he Superior Court of Massachusetts for Suffolk
County issued two unprecedented preliminary injunction orders against two residential mortgage lenders,
Fremont Investment & Loan and Option One Mortgage Corporation,1 which have sent shock-waves through Massachusetts
and beyond. Both orders retroactively apply novel and highly
specific standards for “unfairness” to mortgage lending activities, suddenly making illegal thousands of mortgage loans that
had been perfectly legal when they were made.
The Fremont Decision
In Commonwealth v. Fremont Investment & Loan, et al., the attorney general of Massachusetts brought an action in the Superior
Court of Massachusetts, Suffolk County, against Fremont Investment & Loan (Fremont), alleging that Fremont had engaged in
unfair and deceptive acts and practices, in supposed violation of
the state unfair and deceptive practices statute in its origination
and servicing of subprime loans in Massachusetts.2 The Commonwealth moved for a preliminary injunction barring Fremont,
during the pendency of the action, from initiating or advancing
any foreclosure on its residential mortgages in Massachusetts,
without the written consent of the attorney general’s office.
On February 25, 2008, the court granted a preliminary
injunction in favor of the attorney general, finding that the
attorney general would likely prevail in proving that many of
the subprime mortgage loans issued by Fremont, which were
secured by the borrower’s primary residence, were presumptively unfair because Fremont supposedly knew or reasonably
should have expected that these loans were unduly vulnerable
to foreclosure. Consequently, the court enjoined Fremont from
initiating or advancing foreclosures on such loans, except under
certain prescribed conditions.
According to the court, a mortgage loan is “presumptively
unfair” if it possesses the following characteristics:
(a) The loan is an adjustable rate mortgage with an introductory period of three years or less;
(b) The loan has an introductory interest rate that is at least
3 percent lower than the fully-indexed rate;
(c) The borrower has a debt-to-income ratio that would
have exceeded 50 percent (not based on stated-income

application representations, but upon other evidence of
income), calculated using the fully-indexed rate; and
(d) Fremont extended 100 percent financing or the loan has
a substantial prepayment penalty or penalty that lasts
beyond the introductory period.3
The court further held:
for loans with these four characteristics, the lender reasonably should have recognized that, after the introductory period, the borrower would be unlikely to make the
scheduled mortgage payments and the loan was doomed
to foreclosure unless the fair market value of the property
had increased, thereby enabling the borrower to refinance
the loan and obtain a new “teaser” rate for the introductory period. Given the fluctuations in the housing market and the inherent uncertainties as to how that market
will fluctuate over time, this Court finds that it is unfair
for a lender to issue a home mortgage loan secured by
the borrower’s principal dwelling that the lender reasonably expects will fall into default once the introductory
period ends unless the fair market value of the home has
increased at the close of the introductory period.4
Under the terms of the injunction, Fremont must provide
the attorney general’s office with at least a 30-day notice of all
foreclosures it intends to initiate for the loans that Fremont still
owns and services, and allow the attorney general an opportunity to object to the foreclosure going forward. If Fremont
issues a loan that is considered “presumptively unfair,” and the
borrower occupies the property as his or her principal dwelling,
the attorney general has 45 days to object to the foreclosure.
The court further held that Fremont may only proceed with
a foreclosure to which the attorney general objects if Fremont
files a request with the court, and the court reviews the matter and agrees that a foreclosure is appropriate. In considering
whether to allow the foreclosure, the court stated it will consider, among other factors, whether the loan is unfair and
whether Fremont has taken reasonable steps to work out the
loan and avoid foreclosure. The preliminary injunction does not
release borrowers from their monthly mortgage obligations.
10
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Importantly, the court stated that the evidence showed that
Fremont was the victim of misrepresentations on stated-income
loan applications, and did not encourage or tolerate such misrepresentations.5 Specifically, there was no evidence that (1) Fremont knew of any of the alleged misrepresentations of income
on the 50 or 60 stated-income loans at issue; or (2) Fremont
recklessly supervised its brokers by continuing to do business
with them after Fremont learned that the brokers had a pattern
or practice of inflating the borrower’s income on loan applications. Likewise, the court also found no evidence that Fremont
had ever misrepresented the terms of the loan to any borrower.
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Fremont and High-Cost Loan Act
In addition, there was no indication that any of the loans were
“high-cost mortgage loans” under the Massachusetts “predatory lending” statute,6 properly known as the 2004 Predatory
Home Loan Practices Act (High-Cost Loan Act).7 Nonetheless, the court found that the attorney general’s theory of
“unfairness” fell under the “penumbra” of the interests sought
to be protected under the High-Cost Loan Act.8 A violation of
the High-Cost Loan Act is also a violation of Massachusetts’s
unfair and deceptive practices statute, G. L. c. 93A.9 Significantly, this new “penumbra” approach effectively rewrote the
High-Cost Loan Act, which, among other things, prohibits a
lender from making a “high-cost home mortgage loan”10 unless
the lender reasonably believes at the time the loan is made that
the borrower will be able to make the scheduled payments to
repay the home loan, based upon a consideration of the borrower’s current and expected income, current and expected
obligations, employment status, and other financial resources,
then the borrower’s equity in the dwelling secures the repayment of the loan.11
Now, by virtue of the court’s action, the High-Cost Loan
Act has been expanded to include all loans, not just high-cost
mortgage loans. More importantly, it also retroactively applied
this new standard to the inception date of the High-Cost Loan
Act, November 7, 2004, thereby subjecting Fremont to untold
liability for money damages under G. L. c. 93A, which includes
both statutory damages and treble damages.12
In support of this unprecedented decision, the court concluded, based on its own analysis, that it was expanding the
High-Cost Loan Act to include all loans because it did not
believe the Massachusetts state legislature intended to limit the
proscriptions of the High-Cost Loan Act to high-cost mortgage loans alone.13 The court opined the following:

Moreover, the court further opined that circumstances had
changed since the Massachusetts legislature had promulgated
the High-Cost Loan Act, with “the increasing prevalence of
mortgage-backed securities, which enabled lenders, such as Fremont, to assign large quantities of their high risk mortgages,
take a quick profit, and avoid the risks inherent in the loan.”15
Yet, when the Massachusetts legislature enacted the High-Cost
Loan Act in 2004, it is well documented that mortgage-backed
securities were already prevalent, and loans such as those at
issue were commonplace, and were already under state and federal regulatory supervision.
In fact, the court acknowledged that the lender’s conduct it
deemed unfair was generally recognized in the industry to be
fair at the time the loans were made. Nevertheless, the court
stated it was not inappropriate to find Fremont’s conduct to be
unfair, for three reasons. First, the court held that the meaning of unfairness is forever evolving and adapting to changing
circumstances. Second, the court opined that Fremont had constructive notice of the Interagency Guidance on High LTV Residential Lending (1999)16 that had warned, among other things,
that mortgage loans with high loan-to-value ratios had not
been tested during an economic downturn when defaults and
losses may increase.17 Third, the court noted that federal agencies now recognize loans bearing the four listed characteristics
are imprudent and present an unacceptable risk of foreclosure.
Although the concept of unfairness may be ever-changing
under Massachusetts law, this is hardly support for the widescale retroactive application of a standard of unfairness that
was previously unknown. Moreover, the court’s reference to
the Interagency Guidance is misguided, as it pertains to the
safety and soundness of the lending institution and risk of loss
to the institution, and says nothing about unfairness to consumers. Likewise, a 1997 Massachusetts banking regulatory
announcement that compliance with banking-specific laws and
regulations was not sufficient to prevent a finding of “unfair
and deceptive practices” under G.L. c. 93A, did not present
or apply any underwriting or other standards of the sort now
enforced by the court.18 The fact that federal and state regulators now deride the imprudence of certain loan characteristics
does not support the retroactive application of a standard they
did not previously acknowledge or apply.
On May 2, 2008, the lower court decision was affirmed by
the Massachusetts Appeals Court.19 The lower court decision
in Fremont was affirmed by the Supreme Judicial Court of
Massachusetts on December 9, 2008.20

The Legislature, equally plainly, was disturbed by the
mortgage foreclosures of the borrower’s principal dwelling, and thought it unfair for a lender to issue a mortgage
loan that the lender reasonably believes will result in foreclosure of the borrower’s home, even if the high cost of
the loan fairly reflects the risk of the loan.14

The Option One Decision
On June 3, 2008, the Massachusetts attorney general brought a
similar action against Option One Mortgage Corporation and
its affiliates.21 The same court granted the attorney general’s
motion for a preliminary injunction against Option One, referencing its earlier Fremont decision as follows:
11
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In this Court’s Fremont Decision, the Court found that
it is an unfair act in violation of G. L. c. 93 A, section
2 for lender to issue an adjustable rate home mortgage
loan secured by the borrower’s principal dwelling that the
lender reasonably should expect the borrower would be
unable to afford to pay or be able to refinance once the
introductory period ends unless the fair market value of
the home has increased at the close of the introductory
period. In that decision, the Court characterized this as
structural unfairness. In this decision, this Court characterizes it as reckless disregard of the risk of foreclosure.22
The Fremont decision contained language indicating it might
apply to mortgage loans “originated by Fremont,” including
potentially those that had or would be sold and assigned to
a different entity.23 In fact, the court in Option One refused to
dismiss a subsequent purchaser as to the equitable relief that
might be afforded under its ruling.24
However, in its Option One decision, the court changed the
criteria for structural unfairness. Here, the court lowered the
introductory rate criterion from 3 percent to 2 percent, explaining the revision as follows:
In blunter terms, most mortgage loans that fell into delinquency were so carelessly underwritten that the borrower
could not afford them even before the payment shock
kicked in. Therefore, this Court will revise the second
criterion by including all loans with an introductory or
“teaser” rate for the initial period that is at least 2 percent
lower than the fully indexed rate, and will eliminate this
criterion entirely for all loans with a debt-to-income ratio
of 55 percent or above.25
The court also lowered the loan-to-value criterion from 100
percent to 97 percent, with the following explanation:
for all practical purposes, a loan meeting the other three
criteria with a loan-to-value ratio of 97 percent will only be
able to be refinanced by a loan with a loan-to-value ratio
equal to or greater than 100 percent, which will almost
certainly not be available to a lender with a 50 percent
debt-to-income ratio. Therefore, this Court provides the
fourth criterion to require a loan-to-value ratio of 97 percent or a substantial prepayment penalty or a prepayment
penalty that extends beyond the introductory period.26
As with Fremont, the court did not find any evidence of
pervasive deception or other wrongdoing on the part of the
defendants in the Option One litigation, but did find that the
attorney general was likely to prevail at trial on the issue of
structural unfairness, and granted the motion for a preliminary
injunction imposing the same review procedure as in Fremont.

Apparently, the court revised the criteria set forth in the
Fremont decision upon being informed that only a very small
fraction of loans in dispute would have met all four of the criteria imposed against Fremont. The court felt compelled to
change the criteria in the manner discussed previously in order
to enjoin the foreclosure of a greater population of loans.
The Perils of Judicial Activism
Residential mortgage lending is a highly regulated activity. The
Massachusetts legislature and the federal government have
enacted numerous statutes that restrict mortgage lending,
including numerous limitations on loan features and fees. The
Massachusetts Commissioner of Banks has published extensive regulations and guidance, including guidance on so-called
“subprime” and adjustable rate mortgages, as well as other
mortgage lending products and practices that are at issue in
these cases. Moreover, the Massachusetts Division of Banks
has conducted extensive examinations of licensed mortgage
brokers and mortgage lenders—including so-called subprime
mortgage lenders—for years, and has yet to publish a finding
that any category of loans is presumptively unfair.
Notwithstanding all of these laws and regulations, the court
engaged in its own speculative analysis of real estate market economics to support its arbitrary selection of four criteria that, so
the court postulates, make mortgage loans presumptively unfair,
a move that causes alarm in many circles. By imposing its novel
notion of mortgage lending “unfairness,” the court has insinuated that once-valid mortgage loans may easily become invalid
and unenforceable at the stroke of a pen.
Due to the court’s willingness to retroactively impose specific and wholly unprecedented lending standards, without
even hearing any expert testimony, the mortgage lending industry now has two inconsistent decisions that set out different
criteria for the novel presumption of structural unfairness in
mortgage lending. The lack of consistency and predictability
in applicable legal standards engendered by these decisions
is likely to cause further chaos in the mortgage lending and
related financial markets.
Unintended Consequences
The court’s orders create a precedent that casts a specter of
doubt over the value and enforceability of billions of dollars
of Massachusetts loans. The liability exposure both from putative class actions and individual lawsuits could increase significantly. Lenders that are otherwise compliant with Massachusetts law could face incalculable repurchase or indemnification
liability under investor purchase agreements because G.L. c.
93A provides for statutory damages, treble damages, attorney
fees, and costs for each violation.
Perhaps more importantly, lenders may face the risk that
a court could retroactively apply a current-day concept of
unfairness to new loan activity and products that were not then
12
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Conclusion
Today, we are confronted with a global financial crisis
of unprecedented proportions. Foreclosures are at an all-time
high. Property values are declining as never before. Many
homeowners are unable to obtain credit to refinance their
mortgages or sell their homes. The last thing the business and
financial markets need is more risk and uncertainty.

considered to be unfair when the loan was made. Accurate risk
assessment, which is a critical component of the safety and
soundness of any business, will be virtually impossible. Such
pervasive inability to accurately assess the risk of default and
enforceability of subprime mortgage loans is a major cause of
the current global financial crisis.
Lenders that attempt to comply with the law will find it difficult to do so with any degree of certainty. The risk of invalidity and unenforceability of future loans will deter both lenders
and investors from making or purchasing Massachusetts loans.
Ironically, the very consumers the court seeks to protect—
financially distressed borrowers—could find it more difficult to
obtain relief if fewer loans are made.
When the risk of liability for mortgage lenders and purchasers is unknown, creditors have reacted by increasing credit
costs or exiting the marketplace, as was the case with high-cost
loan laws in Georgia, New Jersey, Washington D.C., and Ohio
earlier in this decade. Lenders returned to these markets, and
the cost of credit became more affordable only after the objectionable laws and regulations were amended to eliminate the
uncertainty. These lessons were no doubt fresh in the minds of
the Massachusetts legislators when they enacted the High-Cost
Loan Act, which provisions are strictly limited to high-cost
loans only.

Given the potential for catastrophic
consequences, borrowers are best
served by leaving foreclosure relief to
the legislators and policy makers.
Lenders and businesses must be able to determine in advance
whether their conduct is compliant with G.L. c. 93A in Massachusetts and similar statutes in other jurisdictions. It is manifestly unfair to all if a court can retroactively apply a current
concept of unfairness to earlier conduct that was then considered to be fair. If anything is to be learned from the Fremont and
Option One decisions, it is that the legislature’s process of careful
consideration, hearings, and a vote is better suited for legislating
than a court of law. Solutions to this financial crisis are best left
to the legislature, which has the time, resources, and expertise to
effectuate practicable solutions for the benefit of all. n

Legislative Efforts to Stem Foreclosures
Given the potential for catastrophic consequences, distressed
borrowers are best served by leaving foreclosure relief to the
legislators and policy makers. In fact, significant progress has
been made to stem the tide of foreclosures.
Massachusetts legislators and regulators have played a formative role in assuaging the foreclosure crisis. The Massachusetts Division of Banks essentially adopted the Joint Guidance
on Nontraditional Mortgage Products and Joint Guidance on
Subprime Lending issued by the federal banking agencies.27
Massachusetts recently enacted the Act Preserving and Protecting Home Ownership,28 which provides substantial protections to distressed borrowers.
Likewise, the federal government has taken aggressive
action to stem the tide of foreclosures. For example, Congress
recently enacted the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of
2008, which provides substantive assistance to homeowners in
danger of foreclosure.29 Federal banking agencies have urged
federally regulated lenders to work with borrowers in distress.
The Department of Treasury and Department of Housing and
Urban Development have forged the HOPE NOW alliance of
mortgage servicers and Wall Street firms to modify mortgages
and provide other loan workout services to distressed borrowers. These and other similar efforts have significantly reduced
the number of foreclosures in Massachusetts as well as the
nation at large.

Ralph T. Wutscher is a principal with Kahrl Wutscher LLP in Chicago,
Illinois. He is the Chairman of the Preemption and Federalism
Subcommittee of the Consumer Financial Services Committee,
Section of Business Law of the American Bar Association.
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Can Reckless Mortgage
Underwriting Practices
Constitute a Defect in Title?
By Benjamin M. Kahrl, Anna-Katrina S.
Christakis, and Jeffrey D. Pilgrim

M

ortgage lenders and title insurers have no shortage
of horror stories to share in the midst of the current
crisis in the real estate and subprime markets. But a
recent title dispute in Chicago presents a morbid fact pattern
worthy of an Alfred Hitchcock thriller. How the Illinois trial
court ultimately rules on the novel coverage issue presented in
the litigation will truly leave either lenders or insurers with a
nightmare scenario for the foreseeable future.
On January 9, 2008, Thomas Jacobs, the successful bidder
of a single family home sold at a foreclosure auction, took possession of his new property in the Kenwood neighborhood of
Chicago. When Mr. Jacobs toured the three-story house for
the first time, he discovered the clothed mummified remains of
Randy Johnson, the son of a prior owner of the house. According to a newspaper report, “Sitting upright in the corner of a
bedroom off the kitchen was a human skeleton in a red tracksuit, and next to him was a dead dog.”1
Mr. Johnson, who was known as a recluse to his neighbors,
had lived in the house his entire life. The property had belonged
to his mother, Arrellia Johnson, who died in 2001. In 2006,
one of Mr. Johnson’s neighbors, who hadn’t seen him in weeks,
called social services to ask for a well-being check. The house
was searched, but Mr. Johnson was not found. His death is still
a mystery and remains under investigation.2
In the period of time since that well-being check in 2006,
ownership of the house changed hands three times. First, in
October 2006, a deed dating back to 1996 was filed with the
county recorder’s office, transferring title from Arrellia Johnson to Rhonda Evans. The deed was notarized by Mae Evans,
Rhonda Evans’s mother, and drawn up on the official stationary of Cook County Recorder Eugene Moore, who did not
take office until 1999—three years after the deed was supposedly executed.3
Three months later, the house changed hands for the second
time when Rhonda Evans sold the house to Donald Franklin
for $450,000, in January 2007. Mr. Franklin paid $500 in earnest money and financed 100 percent of the purchase with two
mortgages through Countrywide Home Loans.4 The loan was
brokered by E&I Funding Corporation, a company owned by
Rhonda Evans’s brother, Edwin Evans.5 Franklin’s loan application indicated that he was a single 28-year old who rented an

apartment in Harvey, Illinois, for $1,900 a month. The application further showed that Franklin earned over $142,000 a year
as an excavator for Class Act Construction, a company also
owned by Edwin Evans.6 Countrywide’s underwriting report
noted that Franklin’s credit was “acceptable” and that the loan
had been approved on a “reduced documentation” basis, subject only to satisfaction of a few conditions on an underwriting checklist, such as verbal verification of his employment,
confirmation of his employer’s 411 listing, and identification
of the source of $14,500 that had been deposited in his savings account in the months preceding the loan application.7 It
does not appear that Countrywide ever received the two-year
employment verification its underwriting report required.8
Ticor Title Insurance Co. v. Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.
In preparation for closing, Countrywide retained the services
of Ticor Title Insurance to perform a title search of the property. Ticor subcontracted the title search to Tri-Star Title,
whose report showed that title was “clean.” 9
Franklin never moved into the house and never made a single
payment on either mortgage.10 On May 29, 2007, Countrywide
filed for foreclosure. Franklin was never located and, therefore,
never served with papers.11 Seven months later, Countrywide
auctioned off the property to Mr. Jacobs for $93,000—an
amount Countrywide ultimately refunded after the discovery
of the corpse.
On January 31, 2008, the Cook County Public Administrator—who is charged with representing the interests of people
who die intestate—filed a motion on behalf of the Estate of
Arrellia Johnson to intervene in the foreclosure action, seeking
to have ownership of the property restored to Arrellia Johnson’s heirs. Four days later, Countrywide tendered the motion
to Ticor and sought indemnity for defects in the title under its
insurance policy.
Ticor declined coverage and filed suit in Cook County Circuit Court, seeking a declaration that it has no duty to defend
or indemnify Countrywide for any losses related to the subject
property because any “defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse
claims, or other matters [were] created, suffered, assumed, or
agreed to by the insured claimant.”12 In this regard, the suit
alleges that as a result of “the explosive growth in subprime
14
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mortgage lending,” Countrywide adopted a “pattern of
grossly negligent underwriting” practices in lieu of its traditional underwriting protocols. According to the complaint,
examples of these “grossly negligent” practices include:
•
•

•
•

Failing to require full documentation on an application
for 100 percent financing of a $450,000 mortgage to a
first-time home buyer
Accepting a loan based on a sale price of $450,000
where the buyer deposited only $500 in earnest money,
and where the seller agreed to pay up to 5 percent of the
buyer’s closing costs
Failing to obtain verification of Franklin’s employment
and salary
Failing to obtain written documentation of the nearly
$15,000 in increased savings.13

Ticor further alleges that because Countrywide deliberately
chose to employ the “reckless and grossly negligent practices”
that resulted in the “abandonment of any meaningful underwriting standards,” “fraudulent conduct like the ‘straw man’
scheme alleged to have occurred [in connection with the Franklin mortgage] went undetected.”14 Consequently, because the
title insurance policy excludes from coverage defects, claims,
and other matters that arise because of the intentional conduct
of the insured, Ticor claims that it is under no obligation to
defend or indemnify Countrywide.15
“Created, Suffered, Assumed, or Agreed To”
The “created or suffered by the insured” language upon which
Ticor relies for its denial of Countrywide’s claim is a standard
exclusion used by title insurance companies all over the country.16 It is a frequently litigated provision that, until this lawsuit, had not been applied to mortgage underwriting practices.
A question raised by this case is whether a claim of “grossly
negligent” mortgage underwriting bars coverage under a title
insurance policy for a defect in title. In other words, can a
lender “create” or “suffer” loss without intending to do so
simply by having inadequate underwriting processes? Or put
another way, should the phrase “created, suffered, assumed, or
agreed to” be interpreted to include negligent or grossly negligent acts, or only intentional ones?
Courts interpreting the “created, suffered, assumed, or
agreed to” exclusion have typically held that it applies only to
knowing and intentional conduct by the insured.17 The common understanding is that “the insurer can escape liability
only if it is established that the defect, lien, or encumbrance
resulted from some intentional misconduct or inequitable dealings by the insured or the insured either expressly
or impliedly assumed or agreed to the defects or encumbrances.”18 In addition, for the exclusion to apply, the title defect
must be caused by the insured’s conduct (such as fraudulently
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inducing the loan transaction, ignoring the seller’s contract to
sell the property to a third party, or failing to pay tax liens that
the insured agreed would be its responsibility), rather than by
some other force.19 Accordingly, “courts have not permitted
the insurer to avoid liability if the insured was innocent of any
conduct causing the loss or was simply negligent in bringing
about the loss.” 20
Each of the specific terms used in the exclusion has been
interpreted to require that the insured either intentionally
created the adverse lien, or expressly or impliedly agreed to
the defects. “Created” has been interpreted to mean deliberate, rather than inadvertent, action.21 “Suffered” is commonly
understood to mean “consent with the intent that ‘what is done
is to be done’” and has been “deemed synonymous with ‘permit,’ which implies the power to prohibit or prevent the claim
from arising.”22 “Assume” is commonly understood to require
that the insured had knowledge of the specific title defect
assumed, while the term “agreed to” has been understood to
carry “connotations of ‘contracted,’ requiring full knowledge
by the insured of the extent and amount of the claim against
the insured’s title.”23

Should the phrase “created,
suffered, assumed, or agreed to”
be interpreted to include negligent
or grossly negligent acts, or only
intentional ones?

Ticor does not allege that Countrywide had knowledge of
the defective chain of title its borrower caused by the apparent forgery of the deed from the deceased Arrellia Johnson to
Rhonda Evans. Nor can it be said that Countrywide would
have knowingly “assumed” or “agreed to” the defects in title,
or that Countrywide acquiesced in, or “suffered,” the forged
deed. It is safe to conclude that if Countrywide knew about the
defective chain of title or the rotting corpse of Ms. Johnson’s
heir in the guest room, the loan would never have been made.
Because negligence would be insufficient to defeat the title
claim, and there being no proof of Countrywide’s knowledge of
or involvement with the hostile interest in the property claimed
by the Estate of Arrellia Johnson, Ticor’s claim instead relies
on a novel theory of gross negligence.
15
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Implications of Ticor Claim
insurance companies are inundated with title claims these days,
The Ticor claim is unique in two respects. First, the alleged and they are likely to feel that they are unduly shouldering the
gross negligence did not create the Estate’s hostile claim or the consequences of the loose lending standards preceding the
defect in the chain of title. Rather, Ticor asserts that Country- subprime meltdown. Title insurers could argue that they would
wide’s overall business practices constituted gross negligence in have been reluctant to insure lending transactions had they
obtaining Countrywide’s lien interests, regardless of Country- known that there had been an alleged decline in underwriting
wide’s knowledge of or role in the existence of any other lien standards in recent years.
on the property.24
Ticor’s claim is also unique in that it is unclear whether gross Conclusion
negligence of any kind, as opposed to intentional conduct or Ultimately, the lending and insurance industries must adapt
actual knowledge, is sufficient to make the exclusion apply. to the burden shifting that the court will perform in evaluatA New Jersey court posed the same question in a decision over ing the legal merits of Ticor’s claim. Lenders will have an even
30 years ago, stating “We must
greater incentive to exercise
examine plaintiff’s actions
due diligence in their originaclosely to see it they amount
tion and underwriting proto gross negligence and, if
cesses. Insurers may need to
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Ultimately, a victory for
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Ticor would pose a burden
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for mortgage lenders seeking
years. But the court’s decision
title coverage for losses stemwill determine whether title
ming from defective loans around the country. For the first companies will be haunted with the increasing number of troutime, an insured could be barred from coverage when it had bled loans, or whether coverage can be defeated by unearthing
no role in the existence of the claim that was hostile to its own skeletons in lenders’ closets. n
insured lien, even though the insured had not misrepresented or
willfully concealed the defects in title for which it sought cover- Benjamin M. Kahrl is a partner at Kahrl Wutscher LLP in
age. The focus of future litigation would then be on the gen- Washington, D.C. Anna-Katrina S. Christakis and Jeffrey D.
eral lending practices of the insured rather than the hostile lien Pilgrim are partners at Grady Pilgrim Christakis Bell LLP
presenting the title claim. In response, the mortgage lending in Chicago, Illinois. All three concentrate their practice in the
community is likely to argue that the facts of this case present defense of consumer financial services and class action litigation.
precisely the type of scenario for which purchasers and lenders
acquire title insurance. Moreover, lenders will argue that it is the Endnotes
title insurer’s agent at the closing who is primarily responsible
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lender or broker nominally involved in the transactions.”3
Cleveland also bemoans the “astronomical fees” and the “voracious appetite” of the mortgage-backed security industry.4 In so
many words, Cleveland accuses the banks of shoving money at
the originators and thereby fostering their misdeeds, a practice
it labels “the phenomenon of money-seeking borrowers.”5
In contrast, the City of Buffalo’s claim against 36 financial
institutions seeking reimbursement of demolition costs and
other damages is not expressly a subprime mortgage case on
its face.6 The complaint does, however, contain specific allegations of 3,000 foreclosure filings in Buffalo in the past two
years, and of 10,000 vacant properties in the city, and painstakingly references details on numerous properties allegedly tied
to the lender defendants. Moreover, the City of Buffalo Complaint includes both an individual count for public nuisance,
and a further public nuisance count asking that defendants be
held liable “jointly and severally” for the costs of abatement,
including demolition at an average cost of $16,000 per dwelling.7 Whether considered a subprime mortgage case or not, one
could interpret the Buffalo lawsuit as a strategy to put pressure
on banks to think twice about foreclosing on any subprime
mortgage loans in that city.
These pending municipal lawsuits raise the issue of whether
subprime lending—even “predatory” lending—can ever be
a public nuisance. Indeed, attempts to hold subprime lenders broadly accountable under a public nuisance theory may
well be subjected to greater scrutiny because (1) the law seldom deems lawful conduct (however misguided or unfortunate
in retrospect) to be adequate grounds for declaring a public
nuisance; (2) as a matter of public policy, the courts may well
resist public nuisance theories in favor of legislative regulation
because such attacks might harm borrowers by drying up funding sources that have long permitted millions with blemished
credit histories to purchase or maintain their homes; and (3)
the causation and damages complexities in public nuisance litigation of this type may well be deemed overwhelming.
The Public Nuisance Concept
A “public nuisance” is not easy to define. According to the
restatement, “a public nuisance is an unreasonable interference
with a right common to the general public.”8 A public nuisance,
unlike a private nuisance, does not necessarily involve an interference with the use and enjoyment of land, or an invasion of
another’s interest in the private use and enjoyment of land, but
encompasses any unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public.9
Central to public nuisance claims is the question of a public right. At English common law, the list of public rights that

would support a public nuisance claim were limited to the following: the right to walk safely along a public way; the right
to breath unpolluted air; the right to be free from disturbances
from rowdy crowds; and the right to be free from the spread of
infectious disease.10 While Parliament could declare an activity a public nuisance, it could also authorize an activity and
thereby exempt that activity from common law public nuisance
claims, such as in the case of railroads.11
Since the emergence of the industrial era, the courts have
not been quick to find a public right where the challenged conduct comports with law, particularly where the activity is heavily regulated.12 Moreover, the courts have been understandably
reluctant to declare what is and is not a public right in such
instances for fear of being accused of judicial activism.13
Defenses to the Public Nuisance Claims
The Cleveland and Buffalo public nuisance claims face a number of defenses and raise numerous legal and policy issues. Each
case raises obvious issues of standing, whether or not there is a
“public right” to be free from aggressive or predatory lending
practices, whether the type of detriments alleged constitutes an
“unreasonable interference” that has an ongoing and “significant effect” on a public right, whether the defendants’ conduct
is the proximate cause of the city’s ills, 14 and whether the cities
have alleged cognizable damages.15
Buffalo seeks to recover damages based on a public nuisance
theory, and also based on ordinance violations by owners, even
though the mortgagees did not technically have title to the
vacant or distressed properties at issue. Buffalo argues in its
complaint that the lenders “permitted, suffered, and allowed
the aforesaid building(s) . . . [to] become so dilapidated, deteriorated, abandoned, and/or decayed so as to present a danger
to the health, safety, and welfare of the public. . . .”16
As previously noted, the public right issue is a thorny one
that is laced with “slippery slope” considerations. For example, when faced with this question, the Illinois Supreme Court
worried that if it recognized a public right to be safe, then the
alcohol industry might be sued for public nuisance because of
the illegal acts of drunk drivers.17 On the question of unreasonable interference, the Cleveland defendants will likely point to
the fact that their product (subprime loans) is legal, and that
they have complied with all applicable government regulations.
Defendants in all cases will probably also argue that the diminution of the city’s tax base and other claimed damages are too
remote and speculative to support a claim.
In the City of Buffalo litigation, the lender defendants have
raised several arguments in favor of dismissal that may repeat
themselves in future actions. For example, the lenders have
18
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attacked Buffalo’s public nuisance claims on the basis that New
York law requires “the plaintiff [to] allege conduct by the defendant that creates, maintains, or contributes to an interference
with or injury to the public in the exercise of rights common
to all,”18 and in this case, there is no conduct by the lenders to
attack because these lenders never owned the property that
became distressed. Moreover, the lenders argued that the complaint failed to plead (1) injury to a legally cognizable public
right as part of its nuisance claim; (2) that the claimed nuisances
are substantial or threaten to be substantial; and (3) that the
claimed nuisance is an unreasonable interference with a public right, all of which are required elements for public nuisance
under New York law.19 Finally, the lenders asserted that the public nuisance claim should be dismissed because money damages
are not available to the city in a common law nuisance action
because only injunctive relief and abatement are available.20
Whether or not Buffalo’s general allegations of public nuisance will survive early dispositive motions will certainly be
resolved in the near future. The larger question is whether
Buffalo’s lawsuit—and similar copycat suits that may follow—
can get past various requisite elements of public nuisance law,
and whether the theory could more broadly be applied jointly
and severally.
An initial public nuisance requirement, that the nuisance
be substantial, is arguably the “first important limitation on
nuisance actions imposed by the common law.”21 In the Buffalo complaint, the city did not attempt to tie their broader
allegations to any specific property. The lenders argued that the
question whether a particular building is blighted or requires
demolition does not mean that the building is a public nuisance, absent alleged facts establishing all the elements of such
a claim. Moreover, the lenders further argued that the city neither pled nor was capable of pleading that the claimed nuisance
is an unreasonable interference with a public right.22
The most difficult hurdle for the City of Buffalo may be its
attempt to hold—without any allegations of joint conduct—all
defendants jointly and severally liable for the alleged instances
of public nuisance, and in particular, the costs related to the
abatement of the public nuisance for each property described
in the complaint.23 For example, the lenders argued that, under
the City of Buffalo’s theory, each mortgagee becomes liable for
the costs associated with the abatement of nuisance for properties as to which it had no ownership interest, no mortgage
lien, no right of possession, and no knowledge. As the lenders put it, “[i]n the [c]ity’s apparent view, if a Buffalo borrower
abandons his house after the mortgagee obtains a judgment of
foreclosure, and the house then deteriorates, the mortgagee is
somehow liable to remediate not just that property . . . but all
deteriorated parcels alleged in the [c]omplaint.”24
Given its impact on the damages potentially payable by
lender defendants, this may well be the critical matter for early
resolution by the court. If any court allows a municipal public
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nuisance claim based on joint and several liability to survive, it
might theoretically tie together lienholders of one parcel of land
with lienholders of other parcels of land, without any showing
that these entities had anything to do with each other. The concept is a broad one, and appears to have no real support in New
York law.25 Another possibility is that courts will sever claims for
public nuisance and other claims on the theory that the claims
involve distinct properties, conduct, and alleged damages.26 Severance might be appropriate if the city cannot provide a factual
basis to identify a sufficient causal connection between its claims
against the various lenders and the alleged wrongdoing.

The public right issue is a
thorny one that is laced with
“slippery slope” considerations.

Other Approaches by Municipalities
There are other approaches being pursued in the courts by
municipalities. For example, the City of Baltimore Complaint
is not technically a “public nuisance” suit, but likewise seeks
broad-ranging remedies based on allegedly predatory conduct in inner-city Baltimore.27 Baltimore claims that so-called
predatory lending practices have had a disparate impact on
minorities in that city, amounting to racial discrimination by
defendant Wells Fargo Bank, described as the city’s largest
subprime lender. The City of Baltimore articulates particular
practices, but frequently in conclusory terms: failing to “prudently” underwrite loan applications; extending mortgage loans
on terms that the borrower “could not afford”; “stripping”
equity through refinancing an existing loan; failing to underwrite loans based on “traditional underwriting criteria.”28
These allegations also arguably amount to a tautology: If a
subprime loan defaults and the bank is forced to foreclose, then
the underwriting was ipso facto “imprudent” or “irresponsible,” and the loan it generated “unaffordable.”
In addition, San Diego and Birmingham recently
brought their own claims against lenders.29 San Diego’s
lawsuits were brought under the California Business and
Professions Code, but the suits have some of the same underpinnings as the Cleveland and Buffalo lawsuits. Similar to the City
of Baltimore’s lawsuit, Birmingham’s complaint alleges racial
discrimination in the foreclosure context, and alleges violations
of the federal Fair Housing Act. Interestingly, both the San
Diego and Birmingham lawsuits have been met with political
19
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opposition from within their community, including the respective newly elected San Diego city attorney30 and Birmingham
mayor.31 At press time, it appeared possible that this internal
opposition might lead to the dismissal of the lawsuits before
they even needed to be actively defended. However, the Birmingham mayor was indicted on corruption-related charges shortly
after the lawsuit was filed, and the lawsuit remains in place as of
the date this article was submitted for publication.32

The cities point to foreclosures
and ask the court or jury to conclude
that the banks acted improperly,
even “unscrupulously.” The irony is,
no bank wants a foreclosure.

Finally, the City of Minneapolis recently debated whether
to bring similar litigation against the lending industry. As of
December 2008, however, it had brought suit only against a single company.33 The defendant is not a lender, but rather a firm,
which purchased and then “flipped” 162 inner-city properties.
Moreover, the suit is not for public nuisance, but rather one
under both Minnesota’s Tenant Remedies Act34 (for violation
of housing codes) and under that state’s consumer fraud statute.35 The lawsuit seeks monetary damages, the appointment of
an administrator to manage the properties to remedy code violations and mitigate costs, and injunctive relief to prevent the
defendant from continuing its allegedly fraudulent activities.
Paradoxical Arguments
One of the central paradoxes of these cases is that banks are
being sued for increased foreclosures associated with loans that
everyone, including the cities, recognized faced an increased rate
of foreclosure at the time they were made. Another related paradox is that essential market-based features of these riskier loans
that allowed them to materialize—including higher fees and
interest rates to compensate for the increased risk of default—
themselves increased the risk of default and foreclosure by
making the loans less affordable in the longer term. Variable
rate mortgages with “teaser” introductory rates are a perfect
example of this, both in the subprime and prime markets.
Another conundrum is this: The cities are focused on
increased foreclosures and the resulting vacancies. They point

to these foreclosures and ask the court or jury to conclude—
based largely on the fact of the foreclosures themselves—
that the banks acted improperly, even “unscrupulously” and
“irresponsibly.” The irony is that no bank wants a foreclosure.
A foreclosure represents a failed loan. This is even more manifestly the case when the foreclosed property remains vacant
resulting in the alleged public nuisance. Every vacant home
resulting from a foreclosure that a city claims is blighting its
neighborhoods and leading to increased crime and other problems represents an unsuccessful foreclosure from a lender’s
point of view; if the home could have been sold to repay the
principal still owed on the underlying mortgage, it would have
been successful. In other words, each vacant property represents a loss of substantial principal by the lender, or by the
investors who purchased the collateralized mortgage obligations tied to that mortgage.
The question is whether the municipal subprime mortgage
suits are examples of the cities wanting it both ways. The cities
reject that argument, claiming instead that they are targeting
particularized bad conduct by particular actors. This should
come as no surprise to mortgage lenders, of course, because
mortgage fraud lawsuits (frequently brought by lenders against
shady originators, borrowers, and/or appraisers, for instance)
are not a new phenomenon. Further, outright mortgage fraud
is not the only “bad” conduct out there. But the types of systemic allegations of the sort made by the cities in their subprime mortgage lawsuits appear to be almost unprecedented.
Subprime lenders are likely to argue that their industry is
heavily regulated, with everything from prepayment penalties,
to disclosures, to closing practices prescribed by statutes and
regulations. To the extent there is any public right in this context, the lenders may argue that it should be limited to having
lenders follow those laws and rules. Because such laws typically
have enforcement mechanisms, subprime lenders will likely
argue that there is little need for the law of nuisance to step in
and overlay a common law remedy.
A third possibility is that the cities will argue that there is a
public right not to have foreclosed properties remain vacant.
One might observe that government very rarely puts this type of
affirmative obligation on property owners. In other words, laws
frequently tell us what we cannot do with our property (e.g., pollute, violate zoning rules, etc.) but not what we have to do with
it (occupy it). And such a right logically would interfere with
the long-standing and long-recognized rights of mortgagees to
obtain possession of real property securing a loan used to purchase that property, which for generations has not included any
expectation by either party to the transaction that the mortgagee
would occupy the property after obtaining possession of it. If
this “right” were adopted legislatively and applied to existing
mortgages, vendors may argue that such a law would violate the
norm against ex post facto law, since it would appear to substantially interfere after-the-fact with contractual foreclosure rights.
20
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It may be difficult for cities to point to a public right to
high property values. It is not difficult to believe that foreclosures—particularly those where empty houses tend to remain
vacant—have a negative effect on municipal tax revenues. But
just because governmental units decide to finance their operations through taxes based on real estate value does not make
the homeowner—much less his or her mortgagee—a guarantor of any particular value. There are at least two additional
hurdles to this theory. First, one of the major criticisms of the
subprime mortgage crisis is that real estate values were driven
up in an overheated market fueled by easy money made available by loose lending practices. But if that is true, then the cities were (by the logic of their principal damages claim of lost
tax revenues) the direct beneficiaries of that phenomenon. For
them now to claim that there is a public right to maintain property values at artificially high levels would seem both unfair
and contrary to traditional notions of free market economics.
Second, the prospect of a public right to high real estate
values to support high tax revenues raises a concern about how
far this theory might extend. Is there a similar public right to
have workers earn higher wages to support higher income tax
revenue, for example? The potential for undue judicial interference in market economics implicit in this approach is evident.
Credit is essential for most Americans to participate in
current notions of what is considered a modern lifestyle—
ownership of a home, a car, and other consumer goods. Loan
defaults help virtually nobody. Banks lose, their investors lose,
and other borrowers who do not default shoulder a portion of
the burden in the higher rates they pay. The defaulted borrower
pays an ongoing cost. With so much misery to go around, cities seeking to hold lenders additionally liable for their unsuccessful loans seem jurisprudentially misguided. It risks causing
more harm than good to urban residents, and, while those residents are not the plaintiffs in these cases (the cities are suing
for their own damages, and not to compensate homeowners),
courts are not likely to ignore their interests in defining a new
public right.
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foreclosures relatively low or stable? If foreclosed houses remain
unsold, how many years out are lenders supposed to be held
liable for the decreased real estate tax base? Forever?

With so much misery to go
around, cities seeking to hold
lenders additionally liable for
their unsuccessful loans seems
jurisprudentially misguided.
This rationale and the previous analysis of the legal standards, and their application to the circumstances of the municipal subprime mortgage public negligence cases, suggest that
courts may well be reluctant to find a public right, an unreasonable interference, and sufficient proof of causation to support public nuisance claims based on legal lending practices,
particularly if there is hope that an extra-judicial way can be
found to abate future foreclosures. Such an effort is far more
likely to be productive, partly because banks often do not do
well by foreclosing on subprime mortgages. So far that effort
appears to be centered in the legislatures, where the complex
balance between attracting capital to poor neighborhoods
while protecting residents in those communities can be hammered out.
Other cities are trying more direct ways to help residents facing foreclosure, including intervention to facilitate workouts of
troubled loans, and even loans on favorable terms to homeowners facing foreclosure. Moreover, it seems that a new statute is
enacted or a new regulation is proposed nearly every day to
stave off foreclosures, to aid troubled borrowers in refinancing
their mortgages, or to prop up the latest financial institution
placed in jeopardy whose collapse is deemed too devastating
to allow. In short, there is every reason to believe that if there
is a legislative solution to the foreclosure epidemic, it is being
aggressively pursued outside the courts.

Issues with Causation and Quantification of Damages
Even assuming that one could confidently discern with hindsight which loans, when viewed prospectively, involved improper conduct, how could one reliably determine how any resulting
foreclosure affected property values in a given neighborhood,
much less the tax base of the city, going forward? Land values
are complex phenomena, responding to broad economic factors
and regional elements. How confident can one be of isolating
the contribution of foreclosures solely related to improper loans
from all other factors? After five houses on a block are foreclosed on, do lenders who foreclose on houses six, seven, and
eight get a “pass” because market values have already tanked?
Do defendants receive “credit” for any elevation of the tax base
in these areas in the years when lending activity was high, and

Conclusion
It is entirely unclear whether municipal litigation is just a blip
on the litigation screen or a long-term development. Only
time will tell. Municipal suits against the lead paint, gun, and
tobacco industries lasted for years. That said, many of the suits
are based on tenuous legal theories, and legal standing remains
problematic in some of the cases. While municipal litigation
21
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against lenders and Wall Street presents numerous novel legal
issues that may have implications far beyond the subprime
mortgage crisis, it is by no means a foregone conclusion that
cities will ever persuade the courts that they are worthy of the
massive remedies they seek.
Richard E. Gottlieb, Andrew J. McGuinness, and Theodore
W. Seitz are with Dykema Gossett PLLC in the Chicago, Ann
Arbor, and Lansing offices, respectively.
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Practice Pointers
The “Alphabet Soup” of Lending Claims
By Michael Winston

W

ith the rapid increase in foreclosure filings that most jurisdictions are experiencing, there has
been an equally rapid rise in the appearance of what many practitioners refer to as
the “alphabet soup” of federal lending claims. These claims, which go
by various acronyms such as TILA, RESPA, HOEPA, ECOA, FIRREA, and
NFIA, each have their own statutory language, their own body of interpretive case law, and sometimes even their own distinct language. While,
as with any specialized area of the law, the unfamiliar practitioner should
exercise great caution before jumping into one of these cases, there are
several key issues to evaluate when the alphabet soup appears.
Unlike many statutes, the alphabet soup statutes have companion
regulations known by titles such as Reg. X, Reg. Z, and Reg. B. These
regulations, as well as their commentary, are extensive and detailed. As
these regulations and commentaries are almost universally held to be
controlling, they are far from surplusage. Therefore, it is essential that
they be considered as part of the analysis of any claim.
The following are key points that should be initially considered when
analyzing these types of claims:
What Type of Transaction
or Borrower Does the Claim Involve?
The first step in evaluating an alphabet soup claim is determining
the type of transaction involved and whether the borrower is a member of the class of persons intended to be protected. For example,
most alphabet soup claims do not apply to investment properties;
some apply only to refinance transactions; and many other provisions apply to a very limited number of loans that fall within a set of
precise statutory definitions.
Are There any Pending Statutory Deadlines?
Another initial step is to identify and address statutory deadlines.
For example, a TILA rescission request must be responded to
within 20 days of receipt. Similarly, a RESPA qualified written request
must be acknowledged within 20 days, and responded to within 60
days. Oftentimes, these requests are buried in court filings. Other
times, these demands are sent directly to the client. Identifying
these requests and determining whether they are valid is essential
to avoiding a statutory damage claim.
Does the Statute Provide Private Civil Remedies?
Many alphabet soup claims, although seemingly imposing privately
enforceable obligations, do not provide borrowers with a private
right of action. For example, RESPA, FIRREA, and NFIA each have
provisions that impose obligations on lenders. These obligations,
however, are subject only to administrative enforcement. Other

provisions permit claims only for “material” violations, with nonmaterial violations resulting in lesser relief or no relief at all.
Does the Statute Address Assignee Liability?
In the world of modern lending, many mortgages have been sold
and resold with many now being part of securitized trusts. Several
of these alphabet soup laws have express provisions dealing with
assignee liability for initial violations by the assignor. For example,
TILA and ECOA have express provisions that discuss assignee liability. On the other hand, RESPA is silent on the issue resulting in
divergent case law. Significantly, typical holder in due course rules
do not always apply.
What Are the Statutes of Limitations at Issue?
Many alphabet soup provisions have a one-year limitations period,
yet still permit out of time claims to be asserted defensively in setoff
or recoupment. Other provisions have three-year statutes of repose
for which no tolling, whether equitable or otherwise, is permitted.
As cases interpreting these provisions can be inconsistent, even
within a single jurisdiction, close attention must be paid to whether
claims are time-barred.
Michael Winston is an attorney with Carlton Fields in West
Palm Beach, Florida.

The above is a quick walk-through
of a vast body of law. Other issues
that can creep into analyzing alphabet soup claims include preemption
of state law claims, National Bank
Act or HOLA preemption, and the
impact of reclusive doctrines such
as Rooker-Feldman. Each of these
issues must be carefully considered and addressed when bringing
or defending alphabet soup claims.
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